Community Biodiversity Register: Consolidating community role in management of agricultural biodiversity

Traditional knowledge and skills of farmers and indigenous people can make a significant contribution to sustainable development. Empowering community and local institutions to document and use information of their traditional knowledge and biodiversity helps to foster bioprospecting and check biopiracy. The CBR methods are used by diverse types of institutions for different purposes and consequently, methodologies for CBR evolved into different variants. Two distinct types of typology have been emerged: first, inventory of economically valuable biodiversity at the local level and second, strengthening capacity of local community to document important genetic resources and traditional knowledge for developing conservation as well as development plan.

What is CBR?

Community Biodiversity Register (CBR) refers to “a record, kept in a register by community members, of the genetic resources in a community, including information on their custodians, passport data, agro-ecology, cultural and use values”. It is also defined as an effort by community to document and conserve both the biodiversity that is used within a given area, and relevant knowledge about it. In recent years, different methods to document knowledge base of genetic resources hold by local communities have been initiated such as Community seed register and Village community register, Peoples’ Biodiversity Charter in India. In Nepal, Community Biodiversity Register (CBR) was initiated by Global On-farm Conservation Project since the year 1998 to strengthen in situ conservation of crop diversity on-farm. Initially, CBR was piloted in Nepal in three different villages’ viz. Talium (Jumla); Begnas (Kaski) and Kachowra (Bara) representing high-hill; mid-hill and terai agro-ecosystems respectively. Due to its multiple uses and wider implications of CBR methodology, it has been refined and scaled up by different institutions and organisations documenting the wide range of biodiversity and traditional knowledge of different indigenous or ethnic communities in Nepal. However, the present information is the outcome from the lessons learnt during the implementation of various CBR work carried out by various institutions and projects. CBR implemented in Nepal has helped farming communities to develop the sense of ownership of their genetic resources.

Conceptual framework

CBR is a participatory method developed by the Project team to address a range of objectives, such as protection of traditional knowledge and genetic materials from bio-piracy, promoting bio-prospecting, monitoring genetic erosion, developing local ownership for development and conservation actions. Basically, through CBR process on-farm conservation project aims to empower local communities and institutions to develop better understanding for their own biodiversity assets and their value so that they play important role in research, development and conservation strategies at the local level. There is a significant difference in approach of implementing CBR in Nepal. On-farm conservation project of agricultural biodiversity aims to strengthen local capacity for conservation through sustainable utilization and this is only possible through public recognition that the
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Community controls information, materials and decision making process of access to and benefit sharing of locally endemic genetic resources. The protection against biopiracy from outsiders is only possible if the local communities valued the importance of biodiversity and are willing to contribute time and resources in documentation of genetic resources and associated TK. CBR is needed for three major reasons: documentation from knowledge erosion, biopiracy protection and empowerment for development and conservation actions so that genetic resources for food and agriculture are conserved for global food security.

Methodology

In recent years, CBR is now debated, proposed and set up in a variety of institutional settings, and for a variety of reasons. Two distinct types of typology are emerging: first, listing of economically valuable biodiversity at the community level assisted by a group of government professionals or university scholars, and second, empowering local community to document important genetic resources and traditional knowledge. Figure 1 illustrates a common CBR methodology that combines both objectives of CBR and ensure the control of knowledge and information with local community and government.

What are the minimum dataset required?

Dataset of CBR can be recorded at the household (HH) as well as community levels. The requirement of minimum dataset also depends upon the purpose of the CBR programme. The database should answer the following key questions:

• What do we have?
• What we value most?
• Why do we need to conserve them?
• How do we use them?
• Who are the custodians of traditional knowledge and materials?

CBR should be maintained in vernacular language with important data sets required to meet the objective of the mission. The size of CBR registers should be short and handy in nature therefore community can bring it from one place to another place. Following datasets have been identified by communities in Kaski and Bara sites farmers:

1. Cultivar/breeds/species/varieties information (Local, scientific and ethnic names)
2. Existence history at a given location (year of introduction; address of locality)
3. From where species was introduced (original place-source of knowledge and materials)
4. Nature of the species (e.g. annual, perennial, ever green, deciduous, herb, shrub, tree etc)
5. Mode of reproduction (e.g. means of propagation are described: seed, clones, sapling, stem, leaf)
6. Natural habitats (as defined by farmers)
7. Extent and distribution of genetic diversity-(R) rare, (M) medium, (W) widely grow
8. Local techniques/Traditional knowledge (practices that describe processing of products linked to specific variety and maintenances)
9. Uses (good and services of cultivar-direct use, option and exploration values)
10. Useful parts, stages and times
11. Life cycle
12. Information on custodians (Locational address and digital photo)
13. Photographs/drawings/herbarium specimens (illustrating distinguishing traits/farmers’ descriptors)

Monitoring genetic erosion

Information collected at the HH levels is useful to monitor the trends of genetic erosion at the community level with following indicators:

• Number of variety names at the community level (collect at the time of diversity fair)
• Changes in number of variety names and areas of variety at the community level (need time series data at an interval of 2-3 years from the base year)
• Number of threatened and rare cultivars (measured by four-cell analysis)

The monitoring of changes in variety names (richness) and in population size (plot size per variety and number of HHs growing specific variety in a village or community) of the target crops over time allow community to develop own conservation
plans. These information are not required if the objective of CBR is to check biopiracy.

**Use of information for community benefits**

Value of CBR will be enhanced if the programme can demonstrate the benefits to the community. It is important to understand why many farmers grow some crops/cultivars in large areas whereas some crops/cultivars are grown in small areas by many farmers.

The categorization of crop/varietal diversity into a four-cell structure is useful to determine which crops will be necessary to put into on farm conservation and which ones have to be linked immediately to ex situ conservation. In Nepal, based upon knowledge generated for CBR, CBOs have developed income generation programme by promoting high value landrace seed production and marketing (e.g. Jethobudho, Basmati and Anadi rice) but also conservation action for rare and threatened local cultivars.

**Impact**

Community Biodiversity Register (CBR) method is still evolving and team is developing this as an empowerment tool to manage biodiversity at community level. However, the impact of exercise was so great that MoFSC/IUCN, MoAC and several NGOs invited the project resource persons to train their staff and seek technical inputs during the national biodiversity registration workshop.

Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperative (MoAC) has scaled up CBR programme in four districts of Nepal with government own resources whereas MoFSC has mainstreamed idea into 25 districts. CBOs like ADCS has linked CBR with community seed bank and CBM
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Key governance issues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key governance issues</th>
<th>Working modality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is the unit of CBR documentation?</td>
<td>Village Development Committee (VDC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who should have rights to record?</td>
<td>Key stakeholders that have high power, interest (+/-) and legitimacy on specific TK and genetic resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who should maintain CBR in a community?</td>
<td>Specialized local institutions (CBOs, IPOs, FGs, UGs) in partnership with its networks and VDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who should benefit from the exercise?</td>
<td>Local community and government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who should fund?</td>
<td>Community biodiversity conservation fund (CBCF) supported by the project and local government (VDC fund)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where it should be registered?</td>
<td>VDC linked to District Biodiversity Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who should be repositories?</td>
<td>VDC/ward/village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who should build local capacity?</td>
<td>Specialized NGOs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who should monitor status of biodiversity?</td>
<td>Local institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who should share results and plan for CBM?</td>
<td>Local institutions with GO/NGO support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of Nepal. ADCS established a community seed bank with seed money from local government and IPGRI to store unique landraces of rice, local crops, and vegetables. It is unlikely that biodiversity registration alone by the government or local institution is viable and sustainable strategy of TK protection unless the process is internalized for the benefits of local community.